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Working from the original Persian sources, translators and scholars David and
Sabrineh Fideler offer faithful, elegant translations that represent the full scope of
Sufi poetry. These concise, tightly focused meditations span only a few lines but
reveal worlds of meaning. The poems explore many aspects of human life and
the spiritual path, but they center on the liberating power of love.
REVIEWS ABOUT THE BOOK"After studying thirty-nine of the poems in the
collection, The Filthy Hands & Other Poems, I am left with a feeling of joy,
happiness, accomplishment, and peace. The journey took me to a faraway land
in Nigeria. Words, images, culture, and dreams came to life in the poetry. The
author did an amazing job of creating vivid scenes and colorful lives. The
narration is well crafted and shows the versatility of the author as they were able
to create many characters with varying character traits and ambitions. I would
highly recommend reading the entire collection on more than one occasion. It has
been an interesting ride through the poetic mind of Steve Anc."Katina Woodruff
Borgersen USA "I like poetry that makes me think and reason through the artist's
mind, and that is exactly what Steve's poems urge us to do. His collection in this
book presents a dare to discover and to embrace a moment in time that he wants
the reader to mull over for a while and come to a conclusion after reflection. In
my opinion, that is the mark of an excellent writer. I thoroughly enjoyed Steve's
gift of poetry to evoke contemplation of life." Cherie Leigh Sumner, North
Carolina, United States of America "The Filthy hands exposes the true nature of
situations in most areas of life. I can relate this message to the injustice and
cruelty that affects our society today politically, economically, educationally,
environmentally, health-wise and, so forth." Utti Adaeze Ifeanyichukwu, Dubai,
UAE "I loved all of his poems. He has the great taste of poetry and literature.
Most of his poems reflect the nature of beauty, love, and romance. Steve Anc is
an addition to the assets of literature. I wish his work get acceptance and
attention it deserves. Best of luck." Ahsan Siddiqui, Pakistan "I've never been
attached to poems until I came across this series. It's entertaining and very
informative at the same time. My favorite poem in this book is "A joyful heart".
This poem is tailored to good people like you so that we can help make this world
a better place. Understanding other people's feelings and placing ourselves in
their shoes can make them feel better. Steve Anc is indeed a lover of words."
Amos Gikunda, Kenya "I read all his poems and I'd say that poet Steve Anc is a
beautiful addition in the world of literature. His poems inspire the reader more to
know the modern way of poetry. Love as usual is the soul of every poetry and
Steve Anc's poems are a blend of love, romance and also an attraction towards
nature. In his first attempt, he has achieved what most poets don't. He is a
shining star in the world of poetry. May his work renowned & he make progress
by leaps and bounds in his work." Muhammad Azad, Pakistan "A deep and
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thoughtful writer. When first read I was not sure of its meaning until I rationalized
it could be a rape victims' dilemma. You have a vast vocabulary that you draw
upon. The deepness of the poem stems from hidden feelings that she cannot
escape. It lives within her. Good work Steve." Dennis Borgersen, United States of
America "I enjoyed reading the poems by Steve Anc and look forward to seeing
more from this talented writer." Karl-Heinz Limberg, Germany In this collection,
you will read topics like: The filthy hands The pen will pay Oh lad why Adieu to
the passing year Why have I chosen forward? The feelings behind the veil The
sophistry nature of perception Drenched in ecstasy Living beyond corporality In
the dialogue of despair The village boy in the city Chronicles of the strides The
paths that never meet Uninterrupted quest from dedicated heart The Acrimony of
patriarchal absence Etc...
Anthology of selected poems, translated into English; includes introduction to the
poets.
Applying linguistic theory to the study of Homeric style, Egbert J. Bakker offers a
highly innovative approach to oral poetry, particularly the poetry of Homer. By
situating formulas and other features of oral style within the wider contexts of
spoken language and communication, he moves the study of oral poetry beyond
the landmark work of Milman Parry and Albert Lord. One of the book's central
features, related to the research of the linguist Wallace Chafe, is Bakker's
conception of spoken discourse as a sequence of short speech units reflecting
the flow of speech through the consciousness of the speaker. Bakker shows that
such short speech units are present in Homeric poetry, with significant
consequences for Homeric metrics and poetics. Considering Homeric discourse
as a speech process rather than as the finished product associated with written
discourse, Bakker's book offers a new perspective on Homer as well as on other
archaic Greek texts. Here Homeric discourse appears as speech in its own right,
and is freed, Bakker suggests, from the bias of modern writing style which too
easily views Homeric discourse as archaic, implicitly taking the style of classical
period texts as the norm. Bakker's perspective reaches beyond syntax and
stylistics into the very heart of Homeric—and, ultimately, oral—poetics, altering the
status of key features such as meter and formula, rethinking their relevance to
the performance of Homeric poetry, and leading to surprising insights into the
relation between "speech" and "text" in the encounter of the Homeric tradition
with writing.
A Medical Practitioner by profession and indulging in literary writings in between
as a hobby, Dr Debidas Ray was born in Bishnupur of Bankura District in West
Bengal in India. He did his schooling and spent his childhood there. He used to
write Bengali poems which were published in school and local magazines. He
studied Intermediate Science at Ramakrishna Mission Vidyamandir at Belur Math
and undergraduate Medicine at Kolkata. He did his post graduate studies In UK
where he spent a decade and worked in several hospitals. Returning to India he
joined the Maulana Azad Medical College at Delhi and thereafter worked in the
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Christian Medical College, Vellore until retirement .For the next five years as an
Emeritus Medical Scientist of the Indian Council of Medical Research, he carried
out research projects at Chennai. Throughout his professional career though very
busy in patient care, teaching and research, his writing habit remained with him.
He wrote scores of scientific papers in Medicine which were published in well
known Journals in India and abroad. It is after retirement and abatement of
routine work when his earlier literary habit returned and he again started writing
Bengali poems and a book of the poems was published. Over the last decade, he
has been writing English poems which have been published in reputed English
Journals throughout India. For the last five years he has been extensively
translating Tagores original Bengali poems into English which are being
published in prestigious journals including the Visva Bharati Quarterly founded by
Rabindranath Tagore. Currently he resides with his wife at Vellore and runs a
Chest Clinic at Sathuvachari. He is an active member of many professional
bodies, literary organizations and cultural societies. He is an avid reader and
regularly writes articles and poems for journals, magazines and anthologies.
Includes introduction to and biodata of the author.
Contributed articles; covers the period 20th century.
Translation from Bengali.
A groundbreaking biography of Milton’s formative years that provides a new account of the
poet’s political radicalization John Milton (1608–1674) has a unique claim on literary and
intellectual history as the author of both Paradise Lost, the greatest narrative poem in English,
and prose defences of the execution of Charles I that influenced the French and American
revolutions. Tracing Milton’s literary, intellectual, and political development with
unprecedented depth and understanding, Poet of Revolution is an unmatched biographical
account of the formation of the mind that would go on to create Paradise Lost—but would first
justify the killing of a king. Biographers of Milton have always struggled to explain how the
young poet became a notorious defender of regicide and other radical ideas such as freedom
of the press, religious toleration, and republicanism. In this groundbreaking intellectual
biography of Milton’s formative years, Nicholas McDowell draws on recent archival discoveries
to reconcile at last the poet and polemicist. He charts Milton’s development from his earliest
days as a London schoolboy, through his university life and travels in Italy, to his emergence
as a public writer during the English Civil War. At the same time, McDowell presents fresh,
richly contextual readings of Milton’s best-known works from this period, including the “Nativity
Ode,” “L’Allegro” and “Il Penseroso,” Comus, and “Lycidas.” Challenging biographers who
claim that Milton was always a secret radical, Poet of Revolution shows how the events that
provoked civil war in England combined with Milton’s astonishing programme of self-education
to instil the beliefs that would shape not only his political prose but also his later epic
masterpiece.
If you're looking for information on how to select and install a home photovoltaic system, here's
the place to start. Whether you're a student, homeowner, contractor or installer, our tutorials
will walk you through the entire process. Once you're up to speed on photovoltaic components,
planning and design, you can shop for the best prices and/or search for contractors in your
area to install the system. Or you can go look for a job in the booming residential solar sector.
A home solar electric system is basically a power plant built to serve one customer -- you.
Even better, the source of its energy doesn't need to be mined, drilled or hauled anywhere for
processing. There's no trail of toxic pollutants and greenhouse gases. The sun just sits there in
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the sky, open for business most days of the year, giving away its joules for free. Who said
fighting climate change had to be difficult? With photovoltaic, you can tap into that hydrogen
gold mine above as easily as flipping on a light switch in your house. It include on grid, off grid,
hybrid installation for heating cooling lighting and running households and commercial
appliances like pumps, motors etc. Wind energy is also included.. This book is designed for the
students, engineers, contractors and self-help DIY. At the end of book solar energy glossary is
also given to understand technical terms and definitions,
Azad, the Poet of LoolEnglish Translation of the Major Poems of Abdul Ahad AzadAbid Azad,
Selected Poems
Problems of governance in Pakistan are rooted in a persistently unclear and antagonistic
relationship among the forces of authority, ideology and ethnicity. Based on theoretical and
empirical research this book focuses on significant themes such as the oligarchic state
structure dominated by the military and bureaucracy, civil society, Islam and the formation of
Muslim identity in British India, constitutional traditions and their subversion by coercive
policies, politics of gender, ethnicity, and Muslim nationalism versus regional nationalisms as
espoused by Sindhi nationalists and the Karachi-based Muhajir Qaumi Movement (MQM).
On the life and works of Tilok Cand Ma?r?m, 1887-1966, Urdu poet.
The #1 New York Times Bestseller “An engaging look at the often head-scratching, frequently
infuriating mating behaviors that shape our love lives.” —Refinery 29 A hilarious, thoughtful,
and in-depth exploration of the pleasures and perils of modern romance from Aziz Ansari, the
star of Master of None and one of this generation’s sharpest comedic voices At some point,
every one of us embarks on a journey to find love. We meet people, date, get into and out of
relationships, all with the hope of finding someone with whom we share a deep connection.
This seems standard now, but it’s wildly different from what people did even just decades ago.
Single people today have more romantic options than at any point in human history. With
technology, our abilities to connect with and sort through these options are staggering. So why
are so many people frustrated? Some of our problems are unique to our time. “Why did this
guy just text me an emoji of a pizza?” “Should I go out with this girl even though she listed
Combos as one of her favorite snack foods? Combos?!” “My girlfriend just got a message
from some dude named Nathan. Who’s Nathan? Did he just send her a photo of his penis?
Should I check just to be sure?” But the transformation of our romantic lives can’t be
explained by technology alone. In a short period of time, the whole culture of finding love has
changed dramatically. A few decades ago, people would find a decent person who lived in their
neighborhood. Their families would meet and, after deciding neither party seemed like a
murderer, they would get married and soon have a kid, all by the time they were twenty-four.
Today, people marry later than ever and spend years of their lives on a quest to find the
perfect person, a soul mate. For years, Aziz Ansari has been aiming his comic insight at
modern romance, but for Modern Romance, the book, he decided he needed to take things to
another level. He teamed up with NYU sociologist Eric Klinenberg and designed a massive
research project, including hundreds of interviews and focus groups conducted everywhere
from Tokyo to Buenos Aires to Wichita. They analyzed behavioral data and surveys and
created their own online research forum on Reddit, which drew thousands of messages. They
enlisted the world’s leading social scientists, including Andrew Cherlin, Eli Finkel, Helen
Fisher, Sheena Iyengar, Barry Schwartz, Sherry Turkle, and Robb Willer. The result is unlike
any social science or humor book we’ve seen before. In Modern Romance, Ansari combines
his irreverent humor with cutting-edge social science to give us an unforgettable tour of our
new romantic world.
Is religion the same as culture? How does it fit with life in the modern world? Do you have to
'believe' to be part of one? From televangelism in the American South to the wearing of hijab in
Britain and Egypt; from the rise of paganism to the aftermath of September 11th, this
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accessible guide looks at the ways in which religion interacts with the everyday world in which
we live. A comprehensive introduction to the world of religion, it includes: * religion and culture
* how power operates in religion * gender issues * the role of belief, rituals, and religious texts *
religion in the contemporary world Religion: The Basics offers an invaluable and up-to-date
overview for anyone wanting to find out more about this fascinating subject.
These poems come from a place of separation. They are written by an exile who is a father.
We hear the deaths of brother and wife, the juxtaposition of cradle and casket, the burial
shovel with the baby bottle. It is American to look forward with roots backward. To embrace the
country that supported the oppression of one's homeland. All this Majid Naficy does with the
paired down lucid crafted language of a poet who speaks slowly and clearly, who evince
surprise at being alive.
How the World's Top Memory Experts Concentrate and Remember Any Information at Will,
and How You Can Too Do you ever feel like you're too busy, too stressed or just too distracted
to concentrate and get work done? In Unlimited Memory, you'll learn how the world's best
memory masters get themselves to concentrate at will, anytime they want. When you can
easily focus and concentrate on the task at hand, and store and recall useful information, you
can easily double your productivity and eliminate wasted time, stress and mistakes at work. In
this book, you'll find all the tools, strategies and techniques you need to improve your memory.
Here’s just a taste of the memory methods you'll learn in this book: The 3 bad habits that keep
you from easily remembering important information How a simple pattern of thinking can stop
you from imprinting and remembering key facts, figures and ideas, and how to break this old
pattern so you’ll never again be known as someone with a “bad memory” How to master your
attention so you can focus and concentrate longer, even during challenging or stressful
situations How to use your car to remember anything you want (like long lists or information
you need to remember for your studies or personal life) without writing anything down Simple
methods that allow you to nail down tough information or complex concepts quickly and easily
How to combine your long-term memory (things you already know and will never forget) and
short-term memory (information you want to remember right now) to create instant recall for
tests, presentations and important projects The simple, invisible mental technique for
remembering names without social awkwardness or anxiety How using your imagination to
bring boring information to life can help you dramatically improve your attention span and recall
An incredible strategy for remembering numbers (the same system Kevin used to remember Pi
to 10,000 digits and beat the world memory record by 14 minutes) How to use a mental map to
lock in and connect hundreds or even thousands of ideas in your long-term memory (this
method will allow you to become a leading expert in your field faster than you ever dreamed
possible) If you're ready to harness the incredible power of your mind to remember more in
less time, this book is for you.
`With delicately drawn characters, Shahnaz Bashir tells the heartbreaking story of one
woman?s battle for life, dignity and justice.? ? Mirza Waheed, author of The Collaborator `The
night is tired now, the old moon, hanging in the dark sky, is tired too? It is the 1990s, and
Kashmir?s long war has begun to claim its first victims. Among them are Ghulam Rasool Joo,
Haleema?s father, and her teenage son Imran, who is picked up by the authorities only to
disappear into the void of Kashmir?s missing people. The Half Mother is the story of Haleema
? a mother and a daughter yesterday, a `half mother? and an orphan today; tormented by not
knowing whether Imran is dead or alive, torn apart by her own lonely existence. While she
battles for answers and seeks out torture camps, jails and morgues for any signs of Imran,
Kashmir burns in a war that will haunt it for years to come. Heart-wrenching, deeply troubling
and written in lyrical prose, The Half Mother marks the debut of a bold new voice from
Kashmir.'

Iran's long history and complex cultural legacy have generated animated debates
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about a homogenous Iranian identity in the face of ethnic, linguistic and
communal diversity. The volume examines the fluid boundaries of pre-modern
identity in history and literature as well as the shaping of Iranian national identity
in the 20th century.
Biography of Abul Kalam Azad, 1888-1958, Indian educationist and statesman.
The poetry section in the `Poetry and Prose Miscellany` volume begins with
akbar Illahabadi (1846-1921), feature such celebrated practitioners of the genre
as Muhmmad Iqbal, Firaq Gorakhpuri, Faiz Ahmad Faiz, Munibur Rehman, and
Akhlaq Muhammad Khan Shahryar among others, and finally Tanveer Anjum.
Prose Miscellany - essays and sketches, autobiography, drama, humour and
satire, and letters - feature such past masters as Abdul Kalam Azad, Shahid
Ahmad Delhvi, Saadat Hasan Manto, and Ismat Chughtai, and also includes an
interesting selection of anecdotes about well known literary personages like
Ghalib, Mir Insha ullah Khan Insha, Josh Malihabadi, and others - something that
rarely receives the deserved imoportance in canonical literature.
The Keeper of Families Jean Heringman Willacy’s Afghan Diaries In a story
never-before-told, these diaries reveal the astonishing double life of American
Jean Heringman Willacy, alternating -at retirement age- a quiet existence in
sleepy southern England, with her other life in vibrant, volatile Afghanistan. As
Jean travels back and forth, initially exporting fashionable Afghan coats, one of
her worlds is crumbling before her very eyes: Afghanistan is shaken by violent
upheaval, a society forcibly changed, and a refugee crisis of global dimensions
unleashed. Shocked eyewitness to the brutal military coup that leads to the
Soviet invasion -and fearing for the lives of her many friends- Jean is transformed
from businesswoman to tireless advocate for Afghan refugees. For the next
twenty years, as together they strive to overcome the horrors of the SovietAfghan War and its aftermath, Jean proves to be a formidable foe, when fighting
the tyranny of bureaucracy, and a staunch ally to all refugees whom she
befriends -their ‘Keeper of Families.’ Now compiled and transcribed by her third
daughter, Sue Heringman, Jean’s unusual Afghan legacy features: A foreigner’s
eye-witness account and photographs of the communist coup Live tape
recordings from the streets of Kabul First-hand experience of living in a Soviet
puppet state Stories of sharing life in the refugee camps in Pakistan and the life
of refugees in exile Interviews with Afghan women and their different
perspectives on Afghan life Tales from the hinterlands of the karakul fur trade An
art project for Afghan refugee children and their wartime drawings ‘The Keeper
of Families’ is a story that, tragically, remains all too relevant today, as
Afghanistan still makes headlines and one refugee crisis follows another.
Reckless or courageous, can this one woman, on her own, make a difference?
Includes biographical note about the poets represented and index
Mir Taqi Mir (1723-1810), known as the god of Urdu poesy (Khuda-e Sukhan), is
widely admired for his poetic genius. The most prolific among all Urdu poets, he
produced six divans. His deceptively simple poetry had an unusual mellowness
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and natural flow.Mir was the first poet to demonstrate the hidden beauty and
genius of the Urdu language. From the raw Braj of Agra to the sophisticated
Persian of Delhi and the mellow Awadhi of Lucknow, he wove them all into his
verse. He took the half-baked Rekhta of the mid-eighteenth century to new
heights, reaching the pinnacle of literary Urdu's poetic and creative journey. With
a substantial selection of Mir's most memorable ghazals, The Hidden Garden
introduces readers to the life and poetry of the grossly misunderstood poet. This
book is the perfect read for lovers of poetry and Urdu alike.
Life and works of Rasul Mir, 19th cent. Kashmiri poet; includes English translation of his
poems.
Sub: Afghanistan-History
Such a voice of a poet is heard after many decades. Although the language at most
places is simple, the theme is intriguing. He calls him and searches up to infinity. He
looks at the plight of the downtrodden and challenges the royals and the rich. The talent
and bravery of these low strata cannot be suppressed. One day it will come to sight.
Poet mocks at the blind followers of the political leaders who lose their identity under
the shadow of their master and join their notes in their notes. Pining for the divine
beloved, the poet calls and cries. He feels helpless as he is unheard. It looks like a
melodious song of Meera or a Sufi. The poets relation with the divine is eternal, and he
cannot be secluded. He finds his place on the list of the lord like a flute of Krishna. He
moves, but his hands cannot accede him. He is sorry. Perhaps it is not his lot to be
heard of and to rejoice in his communion. The poet feels more sinned against sinning.
What can be more painful than that he is unable to shed tears? He welcomes a test for
him by putting himself into the fire of agony and testifying his sanctity. It is smoldering
cell by cell but with no escape. It is a belated, hard, and prolonged punishment to be
separated.
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